**Semi Solid Stains (SS Series)**

This color series contains the highest amounts of pigments. Two coats will usually cover the original wood while still allowing some grain and texture to show.

- **Silver Birch • SS-201**
- **Barnboard • SS-202**
- **Tan • SS-203**
- **Oxford Brown • SS-204**
- **Moss Green • SS-205**
- **Avocado • SS-206**
- **Mushroom • SS-207**
- **Silver Grey • SS-214**
- **Cape Cod Grey • SS-222**
- **Burgundy • SS-233**
- **Heritage Blue • SS-240**
- **Navy Blue • SS-242**
- **Forest Green • SS-260**
- **Hunter Green • SS-268**

* These colors are SS Plus and fall into extra pricing category.

**Liquid Samples Available!**

Liquid samples of all colors may be ordered, and we encourage you to do liquid brush outs on your wood species to test color before ordering final product.
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**Transparent Stains (TR Series) “Our Top Sellers”**

For those desiring the true, clear natural wood look... these sheer transparent shades let the wood grain, knots, and texture show through.

- Charcoal Grey • TR-04
- Honey • TR-05
- Red Cedar • TR-06
- Redwood • TR-07
- Leather • TR-08
- Nutmeg • TR-09
- Natural Gold • TR-11
- Woodlands • TR-12
- Antique Pine • TR-13
- Cafe • TR-15
- Pinecone • TR-16
- Lava • TR-17
- Walnut • TR-18
- Wheat • TR-19
- Slate Grey • TR-22
- Weathered Grey • TR-23
- Driftwood Grey • TR-24
- Heartwood • TR-25
- Light Pine • TR-28
- Dark Pine • TR-29
- Pinewood • TR-31
- Harvest Brown • TR-32
- Woodbridge • TR-33
- Cedar Tone • TR-33

*Colors represent 2 coats brushed on cedar wood*. True color is affected by species, texture and porosity of wood...

**Semi-Transparent Stains (ST Series)**

These stain colors contain more pigment, but still show a trace of the original wood color as well as the grain and texture of wood.

- Bertero Blaze • ST-102
- Acorn • ST-103
- Teak • ST-104
- Light Oak • ST-105
- Atlantic Grey • ST-106
- Caramel • ST-107
- Mocha • ST-108
- Mahogany • ST-109
- Rosewood • ST-110
- Smoke Blue • ST-111
- Blue Ridge Grey • ST-112
- Ebony • ST-113
- Deep Green • ST-115
- Pavestone Red • ST-116
- Taluswood • ST-117
- Sage • ST-119
- Blue Spruce • ST-138
- Butternut • ST-131

**Liquid Samples Available!**

Liquid samples of all colors may be ordered, and we encourage you to do liquid brush outs on your wood species to test color before ordering final product.

All color samples are digitized approximations. Brush out samples on your wood species is recommended before ordering.